HEY DAY PLANS NOW COMPLETE

Students Will Assemble in Westmtn Hall Friday at Eleven O'clock For Ceremonies

PROVOST TO ADDRESS GATHERING

Continuing a traditional custom of Provost, 'Hey Day exercises will be held in Westmtn Hall Friday. Students with their caps and gowns will be reviewed at two. Hey Day represents the formal advancement of all the classes and is signified by the dressing of regalia.

President Thomas B. K. Blake will provide at the assembly and completion of the exercises which will be under the chairmanship of the Undergraduate Council, which duly the ancient college order of the university.

Announcements of the elections to the various undergraduate, fraternity, and sorority organizations which include Sigma Theta Society, Alpha Phi Omega, Sigma Phi Epsilon, the honorary scholastic fraternity of the college; Sigma Xi, honorary scholarly society of the college; and the stage, formally known by the name of the students' club at the time, and in recognition of their achievements, be awarded to the students who will be promoted to the next class of the university.

SOPHOMORES WIN ANNUAL CONTEST

Traditional Ponds Fight Prevented By Kidnappings of Upperclassmen And Dockings in Pond

YEARLINGS CAPTURE ATHLETES

After eight minutes of strenuous fight by the Sophomore Class, was declared the winner of the 1932 Ponds Fight held in the Big Quadrangle yesterday afternoon at 5:15. This victory advances the upperclassmen one step nearer the position of being the superior class of the university.

To the barren, tawdry, and baseless efforts of the Sophomores in athletics among them be blessed. For next year's Sophomores were taken bodily from the streets near the university and held captive under the provisions of the contract until after the fight. Several Sophomores, were "beads in" the Pond Fight. "It's our turn" they all cried over the stuff that was the first to be abducted. Most of these men were jubilantly acclaimed 3:09 yesterday morning.

When the head marshall (the head of the Sophomore Class) had spotted all but eight pairs of pants from the Sophomore Class, the Sophomore Class deposed from theInterscholastic race.

For Ceremonies

Chairman and Gowns Comm.
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When can you be absolutely certain that your milk is the best? When it is fresher by a day. Then it is purer and sweeter.

When it is fresher by a day - Then it is purer and sweeter.

GIANT UNION WILL
SING FOR STUDENTS

All students of the University and their friends are invited to attend a concert to be given by the Choral Union of Philadelphia, of which Miss Anne McDonald is director, on Thursday evening at eight o'clock. The chorus consisting of one hundred and fifty voices will perform the opera "Martha." This chorus broadcasted "Martha" last fall over the radio station WIP. They received expressions of appreciation from all over the United States and Canada. Admission to the University concert will be free. The students attending this concert will be four prominent local personalities. They are Milton Plan, Bishop; Edgar J. Langston, Contralto; Henry Gurner, Tenor; and Franklin Wood. J. Wayne Heffner will accompany the soloist at the piano.

GILBERT and BACON
Photographers
1624 CHESTNUT ST.
50% Discount To Students
Official Photographer for YLI Naray Recod Record and PII Dental Record.

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3443 WALNUT STREET
BREAKFAST 7.30—8.00 DINNER 5.30—7.30
LUNCHEON 11.30—2 SUNDAY 12.30—3

The Land Title and Trust Company
Broad Street, Chestnut to Sansom, Philadelphia

Capital $3,000,000 Surplus $10,000,000
First Trust Company in the Philadelphia Clearing House Deposits received upon which interest is allowed
Titled to real estate insured
Lenders on mortgages and approved securities
Trusts executed
Safe Deposit Boxes rented in burglar-proof vaults

President: WILLIAM R. NICHOLSON

The School of Retailing Is a Field of Opportunity for the Trained Mind
The School of Retailing is a graduate school of the New York University, School of Retailing, 100 Washington Square, New York City.
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The Sophomores were short on pants and long on strategy.

* * *

"We would have felt mighty sorry for some of the Stetler and Junior Society men if they had lost their last during the last few minutes."

The Sophomores slightly changed that well known nursery rhyme to read "Path to the Center."

Numerous upperclassmen realized themselves of that "Special pants fight pants—50 cents" to match up old coast with a new pair of trousers.

"What a thrill it was to put "Just Before the Battle" in the violence and end up with "Will Tim Off Blues."

A suggestion has been made that Flinchley and a couple of the Brooks brothers be secured as judges of the next fight so that there will be someone in authority who can prevent what constitutes a pair of pants.

"Nothing for the boys to do now but wait for the Love Feast when they can return each other pant and engage in a nerve racking contest for 20 cents."

At the Pennsylvania board banquet last night many of the hearth members renewed acquaintanceships which were formed when they were freshmen.

M. C. was heard to remark as he watched the past fight from high up in Penn Tower; "Minute by minute without any time."

The pants grew fewer and fewer, and a few have made offers on the white uniforms of the physicians in charge.

During the kiddie part many a nephew mentally and instantly resigned from his class for the time being as he saw a group of frothing freshman approaching.

"Consider—of George Washington were a sophomore on the afternoon of the past fight, and a hoarse man of Pennsylvania confronted him with that police query of theirs, "You a month?" he would answer "I was yesterday or yesterday yesterday or would he remember the cherry tree?"

Fraternity houses will now take up their spring house cleaning where the freshmen and sophomore (left of center) are seated.

We hope that next year's Vigilance Committee will include the freshmen regulations a rule forbidding tip too social circles to make themselves in Boston's during the breakfast, breakfast hour. We find standing examination at last time, and especially amusing when we freshmen are seated.

Boston's advertising "a wonderful stationery at all prices." We've often heard that that one's only wonderful line handled by the famous Boston brothers.

There is one class of people who can revenge themselves on the telephone operators—those who are in the "bath" girls as in to a pair of pants which they can give them the wrong number.

"We can at least be thankful that the Philadelphia colleges are not in keeping with the facts that they can do so much better if they would cooperate among themselves." In discussion may be found in the Intercollegiate Conference on Student Activities and the Eastern Intercollegiate Conference on Community Relations which have completed successful and Sequential conferences during the past month.

As yet, conferences among college students are in their infancy. In their enthusiasm their usefulness is unlimited and in the future proves of untold benefit to the college world. Pennsylvania has been among the leaders in this aspect so far. It is to be hoped that the University will continue to be a guiding light in this field which is so rapidly developing.
Sidelights on Footlights

"ADIRONDACKS" "PLANE" It is unusual to have an opportunity to see a picture of an airplane of the "Adirondacks," the famous airliner of the North American Air Line, when the plane is being used as an airplane. It is a fine thing as it is done by one of the best-known in the business, but the only big difficulty is in deciding just what to see.

Vivian Wats as E. H. Plummer in "Adirondacks" admires the picture of the plane that was taken on the flight over the Atlantic. He is speaking of the plane that is used for the "Adirondacks" and dances as charmingly as ever, being one of the few accentually. The picture is said to have been taken with a real voice. The pictures show two of the men who are going to the business and Richard Site as the audience had few quiet moments. Harry Foner, the voice, revealed an excellent tenor voice to blend with Miss Wats's.

Allen Villas Thor offers an exceptionally good voice, the most winsome notice being "The voice of the house" and "Love is All." The dances, arranged by David Messner, have a certain amount of savor, and a certain amount of savor, an originality that was refreshing, and for the "slow motion" dances suffered from "there's more than one in the crowd."

The lyrics by Seymour Brown are clever and there is much of a plot as any respectful musical comedy can stand.

Crowding the show is money for their hands. The show, the most charming of its kind, Carver, and the best, while the show has nothing to do with snap and when there was an end to the sideshow. "Adirondacks" on your resume and get there early for the U. S. O. of it may not be quite as the use is for the next two weeks. E. H. P.

TUESDAY, MAY 19, Wijt. 12:30, Market St. 3006 Chestnut St. 19 So. 11th St.

Take Notice

Removal from 3709 Spruce to 371 Spruce

BASILION SERVICE ESTABLISHED 1895

LOUIS M. KOLB, M. S. TAILOR

Cleaning - Remodeling - Repairing

Press Clothes? We Do! Do Right!

Our Commutation Saves You 25c to 35c

Made-To-Measure Clothes

250 Tailors Shops 10 Memorial Tower, Dorma, 3711 Spruce Street

Hire a Ford

50 cts. per hour

and 10c per mile

Drive It Yourself

4224 OGDEN STREET

TAKE NO. 40 CAR TO OGDEN STREET

PRESIDENT 4806

MAX SMITH

Philadelphia's Sensation

W. Irving Oppenheim and his Orchestra

of All-Star Artists can be engaged for exclusive affairs. Phone Walnut 0860

133 S. 12th Street

FRANK BROTHERS

Fifth Avenue Boot Shop

Models for sports, dress, and street.

At Beato's

Every Thursday and Friday

BERKSHIRE

Life Insurance Company

FITTSFIELD, MASS.

OPPORTUNITY

We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business as salesmen and connecting themselves with this Company.

E. H. PLUMMER, General Agent

Philadelphia Bank Building

41 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA

B2532

Take No. 40 Car to Ogden Street
Pennsylvania Seal Paper $1.00
Wharton Seal Paper $1.00
A WONDERFUL LINE OF PLAIN PAPERS FROM 35c. UPWARDS.

MEN

After the Show!

Have a bite to eat at Phil's, Staaleu. and Aldlne Theatres

WE SERVE
ICE CREAM
"THE OLD-FASHIONED KIND"

DO YOU NEED MONEY?
See-Dave Brooks 3511 Woodland Ave.
MONEY LOAN OFFICE
BASEBALL GOODS AND GOLF STICKS

Attent/on Penn Students
Coolote's
Sandwiches & Delicatessen
36th & Spruce
Premont 1470 M

MacDonald & Campbell
Rogers Past Clothes Exclusively
CHESTNUT ST. AT JUNIPER

-neatly combed hair
mostly combed in the morning—
but what about those curls in the afternoon?

For men, usually bale—bale—bale—
for any kind of hair
that won't stay combed all day
years—years, that hair will stay combed just as you want it.
Ideal after washing your hair.
Leave the hair soft and tangle-free.
Ask your barber for a Stacomb
Rub all over,
Just as dry.